Is transportation between the Fiumicino and/or Ciampino Airports and Termini Station and/or
downtown area covered by the Roma Pass 72 Hours and/or the Roma Pass 48 Hours?
CONNECTIONS TO AND FROM AIRPORTS (Leonardo Express train, FL1 train, local urban services) ARE
NOT INCLUDED IN THE TWO CARDS. Map of metro/railway lines is included in the Roma Pass 72 Hours /
Roma Pass 48 Hours offer.

Can 72 hour and 48 hour Roma Pass holders avoid lining up?
72h and 48h Roma Pass holders can directly access to Colosseum, Capitoline Museums and Saint Angel’s
Castle National Museum security checks and avoid the ticket office by presenting their own cards.
Roma Pass holders can access to Colosseum security checks through the facilitated entrance dedicated
to GROUPS. Nonetheless, visitors might have to wait on line due to stricter security controls. As for
other museums/archeological sites visitors must go to the ticket office where in general waiting times
are extremely reduced.

Are the Vatican Museums part of the network of museums that can be visited with the Roma Pass 72
Hours and/or Roma Pass 48 Hours?
No. The Vatican Museums (including the Sistine Chapel) are not part of the circuit of museums that can
be visited with the Roma Pass 72 Hours or the Roma Pass 48 Hours.
If there is an exhibition held at the museum, is it included in the admission?
Yes, an exhibition held at the first two museums and/or archaeological sites of your choice (Roma Pass
72 Hours) or at the first one (Roma Pass 48 Hours) is included in the ticket, except for the exhibitions
held at the New Temporary Exhibition Space in the Ara Pacis Museum.
From the third admission onwards within 72 hours of validity (Roma Pass 72 Hours) or from the second
admission onwards within the 48 hours of validity (Roma Pass 48 Hours), if an exhibition is held at the
museum / site of choice, it is necessary to purchase a reduced price ticket at the ticket window, which
will include a supplement for the temporary exhibition.
The cards are not valid for special events held inside the museums. In example, if there is a special event
or on event held after the museum’s regular opening hours, they cannot be attended using your Roma
Pass 72 Hours or Roma Pass 48 Hours.

Does the Roma Pass 72/48 Hours has to be used in the first 72 hours following the date of activation?
Yes. The card is validated at the time of the first visited site/museum and/or the first journey on the
city’s public transport network and it must be used during the first 72 hours following activation. It
expires after 72 hours.

The Roma Pass 72 Hours card is a single card, to be used both for entrances to museums and for the use
of the public transport.
The card works on a RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) system. It doesn’t have to be inserted and
stamped in validating machines located on buses, trams and in metro stations. Simply touch your card
on the yellow reader to get through trams, buses and metro trains. A Green light indicates that the card
has been read correctly.

With Roma Pass 72 Hours do the free entries necessarily have to be the first two admissions at
museums and/or sites?
Yes, the first two entries to museums and/or sites agreed upon with the Roma Pass 72 hours have to be
used consecutively. From the third admission (on Roma Pass 72 hours) and from the second admission
(on Roma Pass 48 hours), you must purchase a reduced price ticket at museum’s ticket office.
Can the validity of the Roma Pass 72 Hours and/or Roma Pass 48 Hours be extended?
No, that is not possible.
Roma Pass 72 Hours expires after 72 hours from the moment of activation.
Roma Pass 48 Hours expires after 48 hours from the moment of activation.
If a day included in the card validity period (72 hours for Roma Pass 72 Hours, 48 hours for Roma Pass 48
Hours) corresponds to closing day of museums / sites, the card validity cannot be extended. In example,
if the card is activated on a Saturday, it will be valid for 72 hours (Roma Pass 72 Hours) or for 48 hours
from the moment of activation (Roma Pass 48 Hours).
Please keep in mind that most museums and archaeological sites in Rome are closed on Mondays (with
the exception of Colosseo, Mercati di Traiano, Musei Capitolini, Museo dell’Ara Pacis and Terme di
Caracalla), December 25th, January 1st and May 1st and on other dates chosen by public authorities.
Therefore, it is never possible to extend the cards duration on the claim that the card was unusable on a
Monday, or on December 25th, January 1st, May 1st

Is there a limit date to use a purchased card?
Once purchased, the cards can be used by the holder at any time, within the date of a possible change in
the selling price or in the services included in the cards, within 6 months from the purchase date.

